Overcoming Chronic Pain with
Physical Activity
By Yvan Campbell, Kinesiologist and Adjunct Clinical Professor, Université de Montréal

“Learning to live with it” has for a long time been the general experience
of chronic pain sufferers. Thankfully, we now know that it doesn’t have to
be that way: a specialized rehabilitation program overseen by experts can
reduce, even eliminate chronic non-cancerous pain.

Did you know?
•

A national study revealed that 16% of
18-64 year olds and 27% of seniors admit
to suffering from chronic pain1.

•

Studies also show that the
cornerstones of a high-quality
rehabiltation program are:
– Education
– Therapteutic exercises combined with
pain management
– Appropriate medication
– Participation in support groups2,3,4,5
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Understanding
pain to better
treat it
Chronic (or persistant) pain is pain that
lasts either over three months or beyond
the normal healing period3. In general,
there are two types:
Nociceptive pain, also known as acute pain, is
the normal feeling of pain signaled by the nervous
system as a result of injury. This includes neuropathic
pain, which is damage to the neurological system.
This type of pain serves three purposes:
1. To sound the alarm
This is what happens when you accidentally twist a
body part. The fibres in the nervous system warn the
brain of impending bodily injury. This signal triggers
a conscious experience: pain.
2. To force immobilization
After suffering an injury, the pain forces us to stop
whatever it is that we are doing or limit our
movements. This is normal because the injured part
of the body needs time to heal.
3. To foster a return of motion
As the injury heals, it becomes less painful and full
movement gradually returns. Intense physical activity
at this point could lead to reinjury. Pain therefore
helps us return to normal.

Nocioplastic pain is abnormal pain that does not stem
from injury, but rather from the malfunction of the
central nervous system (CNS).
Normally, there are two mechanisms at play.
Accelerators that facilitate pain and brakes that inhibit
it. Nocioplastic pain results when these two are out
of balance.
It therefore lasts beyond recovery. Not only does this
serve no purpose, it can negatively affect the daily lives
of sufferers. Plus, over time, the problem becomes
chronic. Left untreated, the physical, psychological
and social impacts can make it worse.
The good news is there’s hope! Science and clinical
trials show that chronic pain can be overcome. Of
course, this requires effort, but when assisted by
specialists who consider the source of the pain,
progress is possible!

Treatment options for an improved quality of life
There are two complementary ways of treating chronic pain. Combining them maximizes
a sufferer’s chance of recovery.
Passive treatment

Active treatment

These are temporary solutions
designed to provide relief. They
include physical treatments (braces),
chemical treatments (medication,
injections) or therapeutic treatments
(massage, surgery) where no effort
is requred of the injured person.

These solutions require direct
physical and mental effort by the
injured person. In this situation,
therapists are the coaches. They
use their expertise to create a
motivational system to support
the injured person throughout the
program. No overnight results here.
However, research shows that active
treatment is essential for eliminating
the sources and consequences of
chronic pain in the long term6.

The important thing is
to initiate a targeted
rehabilitation program as
soon as possible! This method
tends to get results because
progress increases motivation,
which is required to overcome
pain and return to a normal,
productive life.

Avoiding the pitfalls
Chronic pain is bad for a person’s
well-being. This is why people tend
to develop defense mechanisms.
Unfortunately, these mechanisms
can hinder the healing process.
There are two in particular:

Kinesiophobia
This is when a person avoids
physical movement for fear of pain
or reinjury7. In the context of chonic
pain, this avoidance can lead to
inactivity (mental and physical). As
time passes, discomfort persists
and gets worse.

Persistant behaviour
despite pain
The opposite of kinesiophobia, this
is when a person engages in
physical activity despite the pain.
This tenacity, whether on the daily
or as part of a rehabilitation
program, tends to bombard the
nervous system with pain signals8.
The pain gets worse, even for basic
movements.
Thankfully, it is now possible to
modulate pain levels during phsyical
effort by identifying the inflection
points. This is the exact spot where
pain is felt and the effort must
be stopped.
Taught in clinics and applied at
home, being able to react to an
inflection point is a basic principle
of rehabilitation through exercise
in a context of chronic pain.

Essentials for taking action
An active (and successful) approach is based on three
basic principles.
1. Exercise
It all starts with an adapted exercise
regimen designed to recover
strength and foster a return to a
normal, productive life. Exercise
works in three ways:
1. Counteracts kinesiophobia
through gradual movement.

2. Increases physical capacities
and reduces the effort required
to perform basic movements.
There is a direct relationship
between intensity, exhaustion
and pain.
3. Stimulates the release of natural
pain relievers like endorphins
and endocannabinoids.

Combined with a pain
management system, this will
avoid making chronic pain
worse because it takes CNS
sensitivity into account9. This
is where being cared for by
qualified professionals
becomes necessary. Without
them, the exercise program
could lead to unwanted
results like increased pain
and/or mental anguish.

2. Education
It’s been scientifically proven that understanding pain mechanisms helps
reduce it2.
For most chronic pain sufferers, the correlation between pain reduction
and physical activity seems counter-intuitive. It’s important for them to
understand the phenomenon of chronic pain to overcome it. Participating in
a rehabilitation program requires physical and emotional commitment, not
to mention motivation. All the more reason to know why!

“Pain attributable to a source - a reason - is easier to
tolerate than pain that seems out of the blue, undiagnosed,
not understood. "
Le Breton, 1995

3. Support System

In short
Reducing, even
eliminating, chronic
pain is possible.
Rehabilitation
programs play a pivotal
role in chronic pain
treatment.
Individual commitment
and effort combined
with assistance from
specialists can make
the pain go away.

Contact with other chronic pain sufferers generates a positive effect
that cannot be obtained otherwise. It tends to normalize the experience
in addition to breaking the isolation that chronic pain can cause.

“Companies that overcome difficult situations are not the
most solid, but those who manage to cooperate. "
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